The effects of misalignment during in vivo loading of bone: techniques to detect the proximity of objects in three-dimensional models.
Theories of mechanical adaptation of bone suggest that mechanical loading causes bone formation at discrete locations within bone microstructure experiencing the greatest mechanical stress/strain. Experimental testing of such theories requires in vivo loading experiments and high-resolution finite element models to determine the distribution of mechanical stresses. Finite element models of in vivo loading experiments typically assume idealized boundary conditions with applied load perfectly oriented on the bone, however small misalignments in load orientation during an in vivo experiment are unavoidable, and potentially confound the ability of finite element models to predict locations of bone formation at the scale of micrometers. Here we demonstrate two different three-dimensional spatial correlation methods to determine the effects of misalignment in load orientation on the locations of high mechanical stress/strain in the rodent tail loading model. We find that, in cancellous bone, the locations of tissue with high stress are maintained under reasonable misalignments in load orientation (p<0.01). In cortical bone, however, angular misalignments in the dorsal direction can alter the locations of high mechanical stress, but the locations of tissue with high stress are maintained under other misalignments (p<0.01). We conclude that, when using finite element models of the rodent tail loading model, small misalignments in loading orientation do not affect the predicted locations of high mechanical stress within cancellous bone.